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Ever loved someone more than you loved yourself? Ever discovered that they never loved you

back?Tobias was left with no choice but to come clean, but can Strawberry handle all of his

secrets? With his "hidden" wife, out to take back what is rightfully hers, things get sticky and Tobias

has to make some tough decisions that even he isn't sure that he can live with.His hidden wife is the

love of his life; but the wife, with benefits, is carrying his baby. What will he do? And more

importantly, which wife will he choose?Secrets are revealed, true colors are exposed, and

everybody becomes Strawberry's enemy. All Strawberry wanted was love, and her very own

happily-ever after, but dreams don't always come true; sometimes that "something blue"...is you.A

finale full of twists and turns, and everything else in between. "Until Death Do Us Part" means

something. Especially to the wife that is often unseen.
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This book picked up right where part one left off and I couldn't have asked for more. I didn't stop

reading the book until I was done. Talk about a page turner. I kinda was wishing for a part three to



see what happens to Tiffany and Darren. This was a great read. I def recommend this series.

Definitely a must read. I always thought maybe I had a bad picker but Strawberry just can't catch a

break in the husband department. I didn't know if the vows were said in holy matrimony or in the

insane asylum.... Lol! This was definitely suspenseful, funny, and had a great ending. Can't wait to

see what this Author comes up with next!!!!!

The Finale didn't disappoint. Poor Strawberry got her karma in a big dose. I was waiting to see that

somehow Tobias was related to Jake or something but that never happened. lol. Strawberry couldn't

catch a break. Everyone seemed to have it out for her, in some way. It just reminded me to keeps

your enemies close but friends closer. It was crazy to learn that she was scammed, obsessed over,

envied and hated. Not to mention straight up Duped by Tobias and Fran. That darn Ray was crazy! I

didn't expect the ending at all. I'm still wondering what the heck happened to April. Once again BM

Hardin didn't disappoint.

Another nail biting banger! Oh my goodness, the sequel was even better! B.M. Hardin is a literary

genius. This book had my emotions all over the place. Every page I was trying to figure out, who,

what, when, where, & why. And every time I thought I had something figured out, man was I wrong!

Nothing predictable about this book! That Fran was a straight basket case! I'm going to refer to her

as The Hidden Sibling because I believe she is related to Blake from The Good Listener...just

straight crazy! Tobias or whatever you want to call him, lol.....I had mixed feelings. Even though he

was off the wall, apart of me liked him. I loved Strawberry's character. She remained strong through

it all and I love how she was not scared of Fran. I can't believe her family though....& where is April

hiding? Overall I loved this series so freaking much! B. M. Hardin has officially become one of my

favorite authors. Her story lines just take your breath away. Pure greatness!

This book was just to good to put down. Family will turn on you and do you as dirty as a stranger.

I'm glad Strawberry found and got her happily ever after and Fran and Amber got jail but even that

was too good for them

I must say I am a huge fan of B.M. Hardin. The twist and turns that she comes up with are just crazy

at times and I love every second of them. Tobias was not crazy just conniving and manipulative.

Fran was was crazy as a car full of Monkeys. I don't see how Tiffany made it in life at all, she walked



around with rose colored glass until it was almost too late. She trusted everybody that she had no

business trusting. Not her sisters, not the ex HUSBAND, not the New HUSBAND. The ending was

not expected but a story by this Author is NEVER EXPECTED.

You won't be disappointed with this follow up to the hidden wife. It's nice when an author does not

drag a series to its death with multiple sequels. All of the questions left from part 1 were answered

with a satisfying conclusion. Would it be nice to find out what happened with a few of the main

characters.... yes but it doesn't make the book any less entertaining.

The finale certainly picked up and there were many surprises. But I hope that Tiffany "Strawberry"

keeps her guard up with Tobias "Darren" because I will not trust anything that he says or do. Plus,

her whole family were deceitful especially her sisters and ex-husband Ray. Their all were a piece of

work and deserve each other.
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